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NPI Services Gives Health and
Medical Electronic Products a
Six-Month Checkup
(July 31, 2014)
At the 2014 International Consumer Electronics
Show (CES 2014) in January, NPI Services founder
Judy Greenspon paid special attention to the many
medical, health, and fitness electronics, in part
because the latest certification at NPI Services, Inc.,
ISO 13485, enables production of medical devices
in addition to NPI's long-established history of doing
medical device prototypes. Wearing a newly
acquired Fitbit® tracker, she logged many miles in
Las Vegas, making her rounds though the multiple
venues featuring over 3,000 exhibitors. Health tech
was a major theme at this
year's show, ...

FDA Eases the Way for New Product Development
(July 28, 2014)
Developers of new products have been wary of
health-related applications, because if their
applications are considered to be medical
devices, time to market may be adversely
affected by the regulatory process. "Medical devices are those items that are used
in diagnosing, treating, mitigating, preventing or curing disease or conditions in
humans. If you look at that definition, it's pretty broad." explains Bakul Patel of
the FDA, in a May 2013 interview in the FierceMobileHealthcare.com weekly
newsletter. Patel is the main author of the July 21, 2011 draft of the Guidance for
Industry and FDA Staff advisory document ultimately issued more than two years
later, on September 25, 2013, as follows:

NPI Services is Supporting the
Medical Market with
ISO 13485:2003 Electronic
Manufacturing Services
(July 15, 2014)
Do your medical electronic products require
compliance with ISO 13485:2003? Now you can
experience NPI's quick turnkey solutions for your
medical electronic prototypes with the ease of one
purchase order. Whether you require full or partial turnkey, NPI's years of R&D and low volume
production experience can help you get your medical products to market faster. We understand the
importance of time-to-market, and help our customers anticipate the potential roadblocks during the
development cycle that can prevent you from beating the competition to market.

Updates from NPI Services, Inc.
NPI Places Special Offer in Leading
Industry Newsletter
Find our promotion on IPC's Newsletter where we
have a special offer for new and current (that means
YOU!) subscribers to our newsletter!

View IPC Newsletter Here

View NPI Page in IPC Outlook Directory Here

NPI's Fitbit® Group 1Q Miles Get Us to
the Big Easy the Hard Way
Santa Claus brought Fitbits to lucky folks here at
NPI, and shortly afterwards, a Fitbit group formed
for friendly competition and rewards. As people
joined up, the first quarter (Jan-Feb-Mar) ramped
Click map to see post made on July up and, wow, did those steps and miles ever add
up! To give an idea how far we've gone, we've
25, 2014
mapped our combined distances for the first
quarter of 2014. The NPI Fitbit group made the equivalent of a meandering walk
from NPI Services, Inc. here in Costa Mesa, to Bourbon Street in New Orleans,
Louisiana! "Stops" along the way included Ivanpah Solar Power Facility, The Hoover
Dam, Arcosanti, Sun Devil Stadium, Bisbee, Arizona, White Sands, New Mexico,
Roswell Spacecenter NM, and NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston!
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